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CREATE YOUR OWN CUSTOM
TEAM BUILDING ADVENTURE
WHAT TO EXPECT
Participants can expect to complete a series of active and hands-on
group initiatives that provide a window into the interpersonal
relationships, decision-making process and ability of the group to
complete tasks. To enhance group and individual learning our staff
facilitates reflection discussions that reinforce newly enhanced skills
and provide key insights that can be transferred to the workplace.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT TEAM BUILDING WITH CO-WORKERS
While many people relish a day spent outside of the typical work
environment, the idea of undertaking physical and mental challenges
alongside coworkers can feel a bit daunting. So, while we encourage
all participants to fully engage in our team building activities, we operate
based on a philosophy of Choose Your Challenge. This means that each person
has the freedom to decide their level of involvement, an approach that helps
individuals overcome anxieties they might have about participating.
Additionally, we place an emphasis on seamlessly building accommodations
necessary to allow everyone in the group to participate despite physical
limitations.* It is our experience that those who start one of our programs
with a sense of hesitancy quickly find that they are enjoying themselves
and learning more about their coworkers in a few hours than they
thought possible and go on to establish a basis for better and more
productive relationships.
* Please see our Team Building Requirements webpage for details on weight
restrictions for certain activities.

WE FOCUS ON YOU
Our staff work with you prior to
your team building program
to discuss your goals for the
experience, to review aspects of
the group such as participant
ages, any physical accommodations
that should be planned for and
how we can best assist the group
to transfer their team building
experience into their day-to-day
interactions.

BOOK NOW!
TO CREATE YOUR CUSTOMIZED
TEAM BUILDING PROGRAM,
CONTACT US AT 262-248-9271.
EMAIL: ERICH@ZIPLGCT.COM

